
moodacoustic RA-6 
ACOUSTIC PANEL WITH WOOD LATTES  
moodacoustic RA-6 innovative wood panel system creates suspended ceilings 
and acoustical walls, manufactured with perfectly aligned and spaced wood 
strips. Panel Grilles can provide either a modern or traditional look and come in 
a variety of wood species and finish options. The final look is determined by the 
designer’s imagination.



WOOD SELECTIONS

Standard wood species available:
- Oak
- Beech
- Poplar
- Ash
- Maple
- Cherry

FACTORY APPLIED FINISH

Panel grilles receive custom stains, clear sealers or color treatments which create 
a high-quality, attractive finish. Finishes are water-based, contain no solvents and 
emit virtually no VOC’s.

ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE

Panel grilles are transparent to sound. Enhanced acoustical performance can be 
achieved by placing acoustical blankets, scrim or fabric behind the panel grilles.

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Incandescent, LED’s or pendant lighting fixtures are compatible with panel grilles. 
Custom sized wood trims are available.

FIRE RETARDANCY

Panel grilles can be manufactured to meet ASTM E-84 Class 1 or A fire retardancy.

TRIM AND BORDER TREATMENT

End caps or junction trims are available in the same species and finish as the 
panel grille. Junction trims are available as an option. Trims can be specified for 
ceiling or wall installations.

CODES FOR PANEL SYSTEM

When choosing a panel style, three variables must be determined; number of blades per foot, blade thickness and depth of the blades. Therefore, the first number in a panel 
code is the number of blades, the second is the blade thickness in 16ths of an inch and the third number is the blade depth in 16ths of an inch. For example: PG 4-21-37D are 
panels that have 4 blades each measuring 21/16” thick and 31/16” depth. The D designates use of a dowel.

REMOVABILITY FOR ACCESS

Panel Grilles are removable for access above the ceiling by releasing the dowel 
clips or wood-backer clips from the carriers. They can also be reinstalled with 
very little difficulty.

PA 6-12-32DW
(wood backed)

PGT 9-12-22DW
(GrilleTec)

PA 10-12-22DB
(bullnosed)

PA 8-12-32D PA 8-12-22DSW
(wood backed)

COMMON PANEL 
STYLES


